Build a healthy
foundation you
can trust

MAXRaft® is changing the way families
and businesses think about their
foundations, helping ensure people
are warmer and healthier inside.

New Zealand’s only fully insulated concrete slab

80% of heat loss within the
slab is at the perimeter.

MAXRaft® offers a continuous
layer of perimeter insulation.

Available nationwide
with two options

MAXRaft® is not limited
to flat ground and can be
used on sloping sites.

— Full install of MAXRaft® slab
— Supply of MAXRaft® components.

MAXRaft perimeter
insulation is designed
to prevent heat loss at
the foundation edge.

Why Choose
MAXRaft®
Save up to 40% on
your Power Bills
Healthy and
comfortable homes
Provide a fully installed
foundation service
Suitable for TC1 (good ground),
TC2, Piles or expansive soil
Better then than the
building code
Suitable for multi
level buildings

Our Process

“Combining MAXRaft® with
a heated slab has given
me a warm home in every
room all year round and
the best thing is my power
bills are a lot lower than
many people I know”

1

Excavate building site to appropriate
level in line with Geotech and Engineer’s
recommendations, compacting and
backfilling as necessary.

2

Lay damp proof membrane over the entire
building platform in accordance with the
NZ building code ensuring the DPM is
100mm past the slab edge.

3

Place pre-cut MAXRaft® insulation in line
with panel plan, follow panel plan directly
to ensure that load bearing thickenings and
thermal breaks are in the correct place.

“MAXRaft® is one of the most
efficient ways of prepping
a concrete slab than any
other system. There is
limited bracing and boxing
required as the MAXRaft®
is prefabricated in the
factory and delivered onto
site, ready to be installed”
5

6

4

Place reinforcing steel (designed in line
with engineer’s specifications). If specified,
Underfloor heating can be installed
at this stage, depending on installer’s
requirements.

5

Place reinforcing mesh on top of the
MAXRaft®. Tie mesh to steel reinforcing
around perimeter and beneath load
bearing walls.

6

Place and finish concrete to
required specifications.

7

Enjoy the warmth and comfort
created with a MAXRaft® floor.

For more
information or
to get a quote
Phone:
0800 MAXRaft
0800 629 7238

Email:
info@maxraft.co.nz
quotes@maxraft.co.nz
www.maxraft.co.nz
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